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Kerala MP N N Krishnadas and three other MPs were at Hotel Taj in Mumbai , when the
attack took place.
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: Kerala MP N N Krishnadas, who was caught in the terrorist attack, was still not out
of danger, when this website's newspaper spoke to him over phone at 1.50 am on Thursday.
Krishnadas and three other MPs were at Hotel Taj, when the attack took place. &quot;We were having food at
the shamiana restaurant when the firing started. There were two of them. They had their face covered with black
cloth. Two foreigners who were sitting at the table next to us fell down, injured after being shot. We all took first
shelter underneath the tables first. Then we ran out to the side of the swimming pool along with the staff through
an emergency exit and took shelter amongst the trees beside the pool.&quot; “After an hour we opened a door
on the side wall and reached the store room adjacent to the kitchen. About 1.30 am on Thursday we were
guided to another hall. There are nearly 200 guests of the hotel with us. We heard a loud explosion hardly eight
minutes back. We can still hear gunshots outside and we think an encounter is on between the attackers and the
security personnel.
“My shirt is soaked in blood and nearly 200 of us, including four MPs, are holed up in this store room, next to the
kitchen...” Pavitran, political secretary to Krishnadas, told&nbsp; this website's newspaper over phone.
Four MPs, Krishnadas, Bajaj, Solanki and Patel were at the Taj when the terrorist attack took place.
This website's newspape r spoke to Pavitran at 1.15 am on Thursday, and he was still not sure what exactly was
happening around them.
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